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DIAMOND JUBILEE ‘OPEN’ 
Monday 4th June 2012 

  

I am supposed to be the perennial club optimist but, after all the rain that had fallen prior to race day, 
even I was feeling pessimistic as I drove to Braxted in light drizzle! I arrived just before 7.30am to 
check the situation, ensuring that my car was positioned to prevent any other drivers from driving 
onto the field in the meantime should they arrive early! I walked all over the field, expecting to be 
swallowed up by the ground but, to my amazement, there was no chance of this as the surface was 
perfectly firm. This meant that the level of the water table had fallen significantly to allow all the 
rainwater to drain away. Brilliant! But what about the track?  

This, likewise, had drained to the extent that it was to be fine for racing, albeit somewhat ‘damp’! The 
Bomb-Hole was half-full of water, but this drained away within 30 minutes once the very light early 
drizzle had stopped. So, apart from the grass which was a bit longer than usual on the track, the scene 
was set for a good day as long as rain didn’t stop play! True, the grass was pretty long over the field 
and parking area (it had been impossible to get onto the wet field since the previous meeting a week 
before) but as drivers started to arrive, the keen, hardy ones that is, I became my usual optimistic self.  

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Kristian Gibbs  David Brazington    Deane Linan         

‘B’ Nitro Craig Horn                Paul Noy                 Chris Drake           
    

4wd Electric John Myall      Craig Fisher            Graham Kisbey     

 (4wd Buggy) (4wd Buggy) (SCT) 

    
    

FTQ Nitros Kristian Gibbs  11/319.11 (Round 4)  

FTQ 4wd Electric John Myall            12/363.78 (Round 3)  

FTQ SCT Jayson Roper        11/372.79 (Round 4)  
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It was obvious by 9am that some drivers had decided to stay away, no doubt working on the basis that 
there would be no meeting and probably expecting more rain - oh ye of little faith, I’m always telling 
you that Braxted is drier than elsewhere! In our case small was encouraging - attendance, that is - but 
several willing volunteers soon got to work moving the wet and heavy ropes (not a task to be envied) 
to produced a great track design. The clockwise-running design incorporated all fixed astroturf 
features and maximised track area.  

Classes in evidence were 4wd Electric Buggies, Electric Short-Course Trucks, and 1/8th Nitros and 
one 1/8th Electric. It was decided to run the first two classes together, though each would be racing 
for their own points. Though there were only two heats, the meeting was to prove to be very 
enjoyable. The computer was programmed for 4 Rounds of heats, plus finals and fingers were 
crossed. It was decide to let the (Hair-Dryer) Nitros practice first to make it easier for the Electrics. 

To start the racing, the Electrics ran first and Craig Fisher’s 4wd buggy came in 3 seconds ahead of 
John Myalls on 11 laps, with Graham Kisbey the fastest SCT. Kristian Gibbs won the Nitro heat with 
10 laps, a lap ahead of 2nd placed driver Deane Linan. In Round 2, John Myall was first 1/10th 
electric, 4 seconds ahead of Craig, and improving by a lap to take TQ, with Jayson Roper the fastest 
SCT. Kristian won his Nitro heat, improving by 18 seconds and finishing 5 seconds ahead of David 
Brazingtons 1/8th Electric. 

By Round 3 the track was really drying out and saw several improvements. Admittedly, there was a 
little drizzle during the first heat  but it didn’t prevent John going faster to maintain TQ position, with 
Graham Kisbey ahead of Jayson in SCTs. There was no stopping Kristian, who improved to 11 laps 
to stay a lap ahead of David and Deane. The sun was out for Round 4, with John holding on to fastest 
4wd electric time, and Jayson fastest SCT. Kristian improved yet again with his Nitro, knocking 4 
seconds off his previous best time! So far, so good, with no rain problems! 

It was agreed with drivers to split the Nitros into A and B Finals, to overcome any potential 
marshalling problems, but to run all the 1/10th Electrics together. The Electric Final ran first, with 
John coming in first ahead of Craig Fisher and Graham - all three on 12 laps. The ‘B’ Nitro was up 
next with Craig Horn and Paul Noy battling it out. Craig was the ultimate winner, but both managed 
18 laps. 

In the ‘A’ Nitro there was one hell of a race between Kristian and David, with Kristian coming in 8 
seconds before David. Deane was chasing them, and all three finished with 20 laps! A formula had 
been worked out to take into account the fact that Davids car was electric, and therefore needed no re-
fuelling! In the event, it was not necessary to apply this as Kristian maintained a lead even with one 
re-fuelling stop and very consistent driving. 

To sum up, those who decided not to turn up missed a great day. Thanks to all who did attend to 
make it all worthwhile and let’s hope that the weather situation improves to enable us to prepare for 
the next Series Round on Sunday 17th June. 
 
Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 
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